Respect for People
Mental Health, Well-Being and Us
An LCI Virtual Event

Agenda: June 22, 2022
10:45 AM EST Virtual event opens for socializing and technology check-in

11:00 AM EST Welcome and Framing - Setting a Challenge and Grasping the Current Condition
- Dan Heinemeier, Executive Director, LCI
- Dan Fauchier, Construction Accelerator
- Sean Graystone, Project Leadership and Delivery, LLC

11:30 AM EST Niklas Modig, Author, Motivational Speaker, Lean Expert

12:00 PM EST Break

12:10 PM EST Dr. E. Oscar Alleyne, Managing Director, Public Health Division, MITRE Health FFRDC
- 5 minutes: Questions through the chat

12:40 PM EST Break

12:50 PM EST Personal Connections and Other Solutions: Discussion Panel
- Britannie Campbell-Turner, Constructrr
- Bob Grimes, Turner Construction
- Henry Nutt III, Southland Industries
- Brian Winningham, Field Driven Lean
- Cynthia Tsao, Navilean, LLC (Moderator)

1:30 PM EST Next Steps
- Rules of engagement – 5 minutes
- Breakout rooms – 20 minutes
  - Did you hear a solution you can implement?
  - What was evoked?
  - What are we as the Lean community going to do to improve our efforts?
- Report back – 15 minutes

2:10 PM EST Closing remarks and plus/delta

2:30 PM EST Adjourn